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ARSTRACT
A brief overview of progress made in the study of
hypernuclear physics is presented, The use of Ahyper”nuclei to study properties of conventional
(nonstranqe) nuclei is explored.
f)ur knowledtae of
the $ype;on-nucleon force is reviewed.
Anec~otal
exzmples of interesting hypernuclear phenomena are
discussed.
The status of t-hypernuclei is considered along with a search for the “H” diharyon.

1.

INTRODUCTION
High

energy

physics

seeks

elementary particle interactions at
distances).

to

provide

an

understanding

very high energies (ultra short,

In contrast, nuclear physics strives to describe

nucleus at energies and

of

internucleon distances which correspond

the
!,o

conditions that sane would describe by two bags barely overlapping.
Here, in the nonperturbative OCI) region that Is difficult to describe
quantitatively with asymptotic~lly free theories, the nuclear
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physlclst has found sane slmpllflcatlon and order In terms of “elementary” baryons and meson

It Is the

exchange potential models.

possibility of speculating about the transition frtnn the remarkably
successful picture of the nucleus as a corrrpositc
system of

lrlteractlrlg

nucleons to one of a quark soup that ~ntrigues many physicists.
at this

It is

Interface between nuclear physics and (XD that one seeks

experimental signatures of quark excitation modes In nuclel.

However,

one must first define the limits of validity for describing nuclear
phenanena in terms of physically observable baryons and mesons before
evidence for quark degrees of freedom in our description of nuclei can
be critically evaluated.

A major success in nuclear physics was the

perfectiorlof model calculations based solely upon nucleon degrees of
freedom to the point that comaprison of results with experimental data
revealed the inadequacies of the assumption and demonstrated the undeniable need to expand the model to include meson exchange currents - a
new degree of freedom.
in

comparison

with

Detailed, precision calculations were required

nunerous

experimental

data

before

it

became

possible to establish that these small hut significant effects were
genuine.

Nuclear physicists continue to seek to discern the appro-

priate degrees of freedom with which to describe nuclear systms

and

their interactions.
[n what follows I will limit the discussion to hypernuclei

-

those multiharyon systems in which one or more of the nucleons has
been replaced by a hyperon (A, z, s, n).
mentioned

Along th? way, you will hear

properties of hypernuclei with possible relevance to quark

model predictions

-

hyperon spin-orbit interactions and jnomalous

binding of A-hypernuclei.
nuclear target

to

search

You ~ill find reference to the use of a
for the di-A or “H” particle.

topics which may be currently the most eye catching.
primary purpose of this discussion is to impdrt

S-

Th&se are
However, the

of the enthusiasm

which nuclear physicists feel for this budding sub-field

-

to survey

the interesting directions for research that would be opened if there
were

avallahle an

intense source of kaons of sufficient energy t,o

p~rmit sy%t~matic investigation of hypernuclear physics.

?.

KAON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS
As nuclear physicists strive to understand conventional nuclear

matter,

they

also seek to

nuclear matter.
Our

knowledge

create and Investigate new forms of quasi

Roth K and ~
of

the

mesons are useful for these purposes.

structure

of

nuclei

conventional

enhanced by the utilization of the K+ as a probe.1)

could

be

Because of its

strangeness (S = +1), the low-energy K+N interaction is not resonant.
That 1s,

the u; K+ quark

configuration implies an

absence of the

normal q~ resonances that occur in meson interactions with nucleons.
There are no known S = +1 baryons or low-lying resonances.

The heavy

mass of this feebly interacting hadronic probe makes It an ideal highmomentun

transfer tool

Recause it interacts
would

he

useful

below

structure

in determining

exchange

studie%

threshold for meson

production.

with the neutron as well as the proton, the K+

excitations and the neutron
(K+,I(IJ
) charge

the

than

the

neutron’s role

in collective

components of particle-hole states.

reaction
the

should be

even

better

standard (nt,wO) reactions.

The

suited
The

to

kaon

suff~rs much less distortion in the initial and final states than does
the pion.

Of even more interest is the study of hypernuclei by means

of the (K-,w) reaction.
nuclei

which

occur

Here one can explore the modifications of

when

a

distinguishable

baryon

is

inserted.

Furthermore, hypernuclei offer an expedient means of looking beyond
that matter

found

III

nature, to investigate a new form containing

strange quarks. The study of such strange particle matter will add a
third dimension to our microscopic picture of nuclear systems comprised of n?utrons and protons.
The study of hyperon behavior in nuclear matter and the fundamental

properties of hypernuclei have been, since 1953, the driving

interst in U-nucleus physics.
of intense kaon beams.

The k meson

very strongly with nucleons.
sorbed by the nucleus.

That interest will grow with the advent
(strangeness S = -1) interacts

Like the plon, the K- Is strongly ab-

Its elastic channel wave function is localized

in the nuclear pertphery.

One can easily comprehend

the resonant

structure of the UN amplitude In terms of the conservation of stranqen~ss, a basic symmetry of the nuclear strong force.

At threshold the

open inelastic channels are:
having S = -l).

R[l+ WY (where Y = A or

Z,

baryons also

The K can fuse with the nucleon to form a variety of

Y* (S = -1) resonances at laboratory momenta below 1.5 GeV/c just as

thew

coalesces with the nucleon to form the W’S

Two of the more interesting Y* resonances are the
A(1520).

[the A(3,3), etc.].
A(1405)

and

the

The A(1405) lies just below threshold in the K--atcxn(zero

energy) system and qualitatively alters the 1=0 RN amplitudes in the
nuclear

medium.

The

A(1520),

with

its

extremely

narrow

width

(= 16 MeV), is potentially useful in the investigation of the intriguing problem of the propogatlon of an isobar within the nucleus.
Answers to questions of how the energy and lifetime of this resonance
are mWiified due to Fermi motion, Pauli blocking, and collision clamp.
ing are fundamental to our understanding the mechanism of meson propagation and the role of mesonic degrees of freedcnmin nuclear matter.

3.

A-HYPERNUCLEI
The (K-,W) strangeness exchange

reaction can

be

exploited

to

investigate the S = -1 A-hypernuclei and z-hypernuclel, as well as the
generalized Y*-hypernuclei.
reaction

can

be

The (K-,K+) double strangeness exchange

utilfzed to produce the

riouble-A-or double-~.hypernuclei.
unique

hypernucleus

:-hypernuclei

and

Only the (K-,w+) reaction forms a

(the t--hypernucleus) assuming

strangeness exchange reaction mechanism.
channels

S = -2

a

single-step

Knowledge of all final state

is required in order to obtain a complete picture of the

strangeness exchange reactions, in particular the isospin structure.
However. nuclear structure information can be extracted from binding
energies, Y-deexcitatlon ?nergies,

angular

distributions

of

differ-

ential cross sections, etc., even In the absence of complete knowledge
of all reaction channels.

The A as a Probe

3.1

Use of the A as a probe of the properties of conventional (S=0)
nuclei Is a strong motivating factor in our study of hypernuclei.z)
The

Insertion of a tagged baryon into the nucleus permits us to

perturb the nuclear core of the resulting hypernucleus in a manner not
possible by means of traditional isotope or isotone studies.
a A to

Coupling

a nucleus will c,lange the moment of inertia of a deformed

nucleus and produce a corresponding effect upon the rotational band
structure;

it should generate an observable effect in the phonon
it should alter the enerqy gap in

spectrum of a vibrational nucleus;
a superlfuid nucleus.

Near the mass values showing oblate to prolate

phase transitions in deformed nuclei, the addition of a hyperon may
alter the mass

at which

the

An added A

transition occurs.

will

certainly influence the general fission process and most likely the
properties

of

shape

isaners.

Giant

resonance properties will be

altered by coup!ing a A to the nucleus.

Core polarization induced by

a A will

deduced

alter

the

moments

of

nuclei

Compression due to the presenc~ of the A will
energy of the core nucleus.
can

raise

continuum

the

threshold

states

stable

from S;transitions.

incr~ase the Coulomb

Finally, the addition of a A to a nucleus
for

particle

against

emission, making
decay.

particle

Each

low-lying
of

these

perturbative alterations of the nuclear core provides a different test
of our understanding of the underlying nuclear structure principles.
As an example, let us consider ~Li, where the observation of a
hupernuclear ~-ray has

demonstrat~d

that

the

levels In 6Li do become particle stable.3)
difficult to model.

low-lying

contin~um

The 6Li nuclear core is

There are no bound 5HE or 5Li nuclei from which

It can be formed with the addition of a single nucleon.
well represented as a hole In 7Li.

It is not

Thus, neither isotope nor isotone

studies provide realistic tests of our ,]uclear m~dels of 6Li.

The

first excited state in th, 6Li spectrum lies in the continuum

(see

Fig. 1), above the threshold fora+d
modeling

continuum

states

differ

decay.
from

Flecause our methods of

hound-state

calculational

methods and are not as rellable approxim~tions, stringent tests of our
mathematical description of 6Li have been limited to comparison with
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Com~arison of the spectrum from 6Li with
expected particle stable levels of ~L1.

ground state properties.
yields
6LI,

a

I
the

However, the addition of a A to form ~Li

hypernucleus which can be used to test our understanding of

Ulth the insertion of the relatively weakly ifiteractlngA,

6LI core r~a~ns
particle stable.

intact while several nf the Contlnuun levels

the
become

Our models can then be evaluated In terms of how

well the dynamics of a system with several bound levels Is reproduced.
Our success in describing the spectrum of ~Li depends crucially upon a
correct modeling of 6LI.

The Hyperon-Nucleon Force

3.2

To

understand

and

utilize h-hypernuclei, we

- reasonable description of the AN interaction.

must

have

a

The coupling of the

AN-IN system in the T = 1/2 channel is a complication not arising in
low-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering.
nucleon

scattering are

very

Experimental data on hyperon-

sparse, which

severely restricts our

understanding of the character of the basic free YN interactions.
Elucidation of the nature of the YN interactions would bear not only
upon hypernuclear physics but on the question of the roles of quark
and meson degrees of freedom in baryon-baryon systems.

Increasing

strangeness implies a lessening importance of pion exchange ~ffects,
which should expose the intrinsically short-range quark and/or heavy
meson

exchange contributions.

Because of the short lifetimes (of

order 10-10 see), experiments are difficult, especially at low energy.
Present fluxes of hyperons are not adequate to measure hyperon-nucleon
cross sections.

The limited low-energy YN data exhibit a dominant s-

wave character.4)

Only through the angular distributions for Z-p + An

, have nonnegligible p-wave contributions been established.
energies

in the Ap system, near

the t+n

At higher

threshold, the data

show

evidence for the existence of at least one AN resonance (M = 2191 MeV)
with a narrow (< 10 MeV) width.

The lack of YN data makes a full

phase shift analysis impractical and has led to the construction of
pctential

models

theoretical input.
-1

baryon-haryon

which

are

very

dependent

upon

the

sizeable

For example, one boson exchange models of the S =
sector

have

been

constrained

by

combining

the

analysis with that of the (S=0) nucleon-nucleon sector and using SU(3)
to

relate

couplilgs.

constrain the model.

Even

so,

the

existing

clat~ inadequately

More extensive data are essential, not only to

adequately treat hypernuclear structure, but to verify the existence
of quark model predictions of S = -1 dlbrayon states.
we wish to explore such questions as:
repulsion

in

the

nucleon-nucleon

force

1)
Is

Furthermore, we

whether the short-range
the

result

of

p’-inclple effects involving the quark structure of nucleons.
is, if the energetically most

Pauli
(That

advantageous quark configurations are

forhldden, then the presence Of a strange quark in the Yti interaction

should reduce the repulsion compared to the NN interaction.);
whether the 3S1

clanination of

and 2)

rms the
the AN - IN transition cortfl

negligible quark induced conversion predicted for this process.
Data on the A=4 A-hypernuclear isodoublet provide a test of the
low-energy characteristics of our models of the hyperon-nucleon force
as well as the opportunity to explore the complications that arise in
calculations of the properties of systems in which one baryon (here
the A)

couples strongly to another (the z) with a different isospin.

In particular, if one represents the free YN interaction in terms of
one-channel effective AN potentials, the resulting 0+ (ground)

state

and 1+ (excited) spin-flip state of the A=4 system (see Fig. 2) are
inversely ordered in terms of binding energies, the 1+ state being
more bound.

However, utilizing a coupled

0.99

i

AN-EN

separable potential

+
1.27

Ml
Ml
,
2.o8

—

0+
—2.42

Fig, 2

Particle stable levels in the A=4 hypernuclear
isodoublet.

model, we have been able to demonstrate that the spin-isospin suppression of the A-Z convar<ion (due to the composite nature of the
nuclear cores

of

the ;H and ;He hypernuclei) may

be

sufficient

to

a 0+ - 1+ binding energy difference in approximate

yield

agreement

with the experimental measurement, when an exact four-body fonnallsm
is used as the basis
T = 1/?

for the numerical Computations.s)

That is, the

3H and 3He nuclear cores do not interact with the A-Z SyStem

in the same manner as do free T=l\2 neutrons and protons;

the compo-

site nature of the trinucleon bound states can suppress the AN-EN conMore

version process (transition) in a physically observable manner.
complete

calculations

utilizing

realistic tensor

force models

are

required to complete the analysis.

3.3

Anomalous Binding
flag model practitioners argue forcefully that some 5% of the

nucleon-nucleon wave

function (probability) within

a

nucleus (that

corresponding to center-to-center separations of less than 1 fm) must
be described by a 6-quark bag structure.
for the hyperon-nucleon interaction.

A similar estimate must hold

~difications

of the structure

of nuclear bound states due to a 61quark bag character of the shortrange

part

of

the baryon-baryon

interaction should

be

especially

visible in hypernucleio where one has a “tagged” quark or baryon with
which

to

work.

Percolation of

the

identifiable s quark

through

nuclear matter should lead to model predictions which differ measurafrom

bly

baryon.

those

in

which

the A is

a

distinguishable,

elementary

There are several suggestive puzzles in the existing hyperCharge symmetry breaking in the mirror nuclei, for

nuclear data.

which an explanation in terms of the u and d mass difference has been
offered,fi) is
compared

magnified

tn ABc~8(;tk-:H)

in A-hypf?rnUClei:A8~SR(gH-gHe) = 120 keV
●

360 keV.

The

binding

ener~

of ~He is

anomalously small com$ared to estimates of simple model calculations
based upon AN potentials parametrized
scattering data:
MeV.7

)

Quark

to account for the low-energy

such models overbind the A-5 ground state by 2-3
model

explanations

have

been

suggested)

as

have

conventional baryon model explanations such as the suppression of
AN-IN coupling

and/or

tensGr

force effects.9)

Choosing

alternatives is difficult because of the paucity of data.

among the
Systematic

studies as a function of mass are needed to rule out models tailored
to a single datum.
such Ideas

as

Only a thorough, systematic investigation can test

whether the

A

in heavy hypernuclel is

distinguishable,

a

elementary baryon that slides into a 1s sheil orbital or whether the s
quark of the

A is

spread over many orbitals or even forced to surface

by the Pauli exclusion principle.

3.4

Is quark confinement absolute?

NonrnesonicWeak A Oecay
There has been renewed interest in the weak decays of A-hyper-

nuclei because of new experiments which can provide accurate data on
various partial decay widths and because the EPICeffect has led to the
realization that nucleon properties may be altered in the nuclear
medium and that hypernuclear decays offer a probe of this possibility.
The weak interaction is of very short range.
able

Thus, one expects to he

to explore the quark nature of the baryon-baryon
investigation of

the

weak

decay

of

intsractlon

the A in

nuclear

through

an

matter.

Indeed, Pauli blocking in a heavy system inhibits the t,+ NW

free-space decay mechanism.

The dominant decay mode of such hyper-

nuclei becomes that of the nonmesonic four-Fermion AN + NN
tion.

triinsi-

Meson exchange model calculations confirm that the nonmesonic

decay rate rnm is sensitive to the short-range

AW coupling.

OCD effects can be important in the decay process.

Thus ,

Calculations of

in nuclear matter exist for both meson exchange and quark
‘nm’rfree
models.
(see Fig. 3.) A value for rnm/rfree of approximately 1 from
the meson exchange modelsl”) is some 3-5 times smaller than the quark
model predictions.11)
measured

A recent BNL experiment involving l~C gives a
value of rnm/rfree = 1.3 t 002, 12)
which differs signifi-

cantly frcnn the only other meast.irment (A=16) that yielded 3 ~ 1.13)
Clearly there is much experimental and theoretical work to be done in
this area, if we are to understand the weak decay process and possible
implications

of

OCO

effects

in

situation recently by asking.
’14)
nonmesonic decays of hypernuclei?
partial decay rates?

nuclei.
1)

McKellar

sumnnarized the

Does the AI = 1/2 rUle apply to
2)

Can we understand the various

3) Can we calculate the absolute decay rates?

d

d

P

n

Fig. 3

3.5

Representative one-boson-exchange and quark interchange
diagrams contributing to the nonmesonic AN + NN weak
decay of the A In nuclear mattQr.

Hypernuclear Structure
To fully deveiop a picture of strange particle matter, we must

understand the crucial

dsp(?cts

of hypernuclear structure.

Of particu-

lar importance are the spin and parity of levels [using the (K-,n)
angular distributlonl, the isospin composition of levels rcomparing
(K-,m-) and (K-,W0) angular dlstributlonsl, the

nature and strength of

the residual interaction experienced by the A (conventional analysis
of

hypernuclear

ipectrosc~py),

and

the

effects

of

charge

symnetry

breaking in the AN force (comparing levels in mirror hypernuclei).

To

progress beyond our present rudim~ntary knowledge, we need much better
data.
capabilities?
I‘hat are our present exof?rimerital
mentum
shown

transfer characteristics of
n Fig. 4.

the

forward (K-,w) reaction

At the “magic momentun” of about
1

1

I

1

The known mo-

I

i

I

530 MeV/c
i

I

are

for A

1

200 “
-..

K-+n-_W-+~O,

w-&.-_-&A

~~

0.2

I .0’

0,8

0,6

().4

p~:-(GeV/c)
Fiq. 4

production

Laboratory momentum transfer q at 9=00 as d function
of incide;t momentum for A dnd r production under
the assumption ~f large A and negligible binding
energy ~ffectc.
(280

vanishes,15)

MeV/c

for r production),

the 00 momentum

transfer

fly selecting the right momentum, one can keep the mo-

mentum of the hyperon below the nucleon Fermi momentum and favor AE=O
transitions.

(This is referred to as “recoilless production”.) The

production of low-spin substitutional states, in which a nucleon iS
replaced by a hyperon in the same orbit, is emphasized.
states emerge at nonzero anql?s.
distributions
states

from

p-shell,

Higher spin

For e;lmple, in the (K-,fi-) angular

spin-zero

tarqets,

the 0+ hypernuclear

peak at 0°, the 1- states at about 10°, etc.

As in other

nuclear reactions, the shape of the angular distribution provides a
clear signature for the spin of an isolated hypernuclcar state.

A

$ample from the results of the first (K-,w”) survey experiments16) is
shown in Fi9. S,

The eyritdtion functions are all for 0° (pion dn~lt?)

B* (MeW
-40

-m

o

20

30
IS
o

Fiq. 5

-w

-m
BA (MeV)

o

m

Spectra for the
(~-,w-) reaction
as a function of
the A binding
energy.

and for incidunt K- lflomentaIn the ran9e fr~
coarse energy

The

700 to 800 ~V/cC

resolution (3-5 MeV/c) precluded resolving the

fine

structure in the spectra and is reminiscent of the early stage in
igh
nuclear structure physics using classical probes before !?
resolution spectrometers were available.
recently, angular dlstrib~tions for the (K-,W-) reaction
have been measured. 17) (see Fig. 6). The relative intensities of the
More

peaks change with angle, and energy shifts occur that are directly
related to the properties of the AN interaction. Obviations from a

“CIU”,W”I;C
m

M@V/c

1

‘m’~

1

c,.

Fig. 6

I*VI

Spectra for the (K-on-) reaction on 13C as a function of the
excitation energy.

weak coupling picture [coupling of a A to the O+(T=O) 1*C core 9rounfi
state
of 12c1
orbit

plus

the 2+(T=11),l+(TmO),

provide

l~formdti~n

about

l+(T=I),

dnd

2+(191)

excited

states

the strenyth of the A-nucleus spin-

splitting and the ~N quadrupole-quddrupole pot.entidlo~~

Iilyh

resolution data on a varlf?ty of p-shell targets dre required before
one can sort out the details of the sp!n-spin and spin-orbit parts of

the AN force.
of

the

However, the large devtatlon of the ratio of the sizes

dominant

from

peaks

that

predicted

using

neutron

pickup

strengths confirms the tendency of hypernuclel to form states with a
higher degree of spatial synmetry than Is possible In normal nuclei.
If

one uses as a basis the states with [54] and [441] sytmnetry,the

[54] synmetry in lSC is forbidden by the Pauli principle in a system
of 13 nucleons.18t
emerges.

Thus, evidence for a dynamical selection rule

But full exploitation of structure information available

from the spectra of A-hypernuclei requires considerable improvement in
energy resolution, which is po~sible only with more intense K- beams.

4.

z-HYPCRNUCLEI
The observation of unexpected narrow structure in the (K-,fi*)

excitation

spectra

thrust this

at

energies

corresponding

area of hypernuclear physics to

to t-hypernuclei has
the

forefront of the

Fofward production of X’S was studied in p-shell targets

field.lg)

from Tii to lZC at

720

MeV/c

eviience was for qRe;

incident

kaon

momentum.

The

best

see Fig. 7, where data for the fi-hypernuclei

excitation spectrum Is shown for comparison.
also been seen at 400 and

Narrow structure has

450 McV/c, presumably corresponding to

coherent substitutional transitions leading to 0+ final states.

More

recently, stopped K- capture in lZC has been exploited to produce thypernuclear states .7~)

[n this case, the states produced are pre-

suned to not Include the ground state because of the momentum tr.
involved (see Fig. 4).
states decay by E-p+

Qy using WO tagging, It was insured that L e
An conversion (followed by weak A

and not by quasi free Zfor E- states using
arise concerning the
narrow t states?
nucleus:

a

good

IIWO

decay)

Hungerford has also reported resu?ts
6Li target,21)
Several interesting questions
●

nW-.

interpretation of these

data.

Why are there

Uhat are the single particle properties of a E in a

well depth, spin-orbit potential, etc.?

states have

●

isospin?

The data

are yet

no r-hypernuclear

too crude

to permit

rlefinitlve answers, but theoretical analysis offers some interesting
pr)sslhllitles,

ABY (MeV)
Fig. 7

4.1

Spectra fnr the (K-,w-) reaction on qFle leadtng
to A-hypernuclei dnd z-hyperfiuc~ei~

Narrow Structure or Widths
The mean free path of a t- in nuClear matter Is

~ 1S the proton density.
where u Is the conversion cross section and L)
The associated decay tl~e Is Y

■

A/V, where v is X-P

v’!locltYs and

the corresponding width is
r nm

■

h/T

■

<v CJ(t-p + An)%3p o

where t > slgnifles an average that incorporates mediun corrections
such

as

Fermi

averagfng.

Gal

and

Dover22)

estimated

from

the

experimental tN + AN cross section that
15-20

‘1s =
which

gives

explanations

the

scale

of

excitations with

why

to

there

be

M@/,

expected.

should

Several

alternative

exist x-hypernuclear continuum

narrower structure (r < 5 MeV) have been

It has been argued that the xN+
cancelled by the z

AN conversion width

proposed.

is partially

escape width when the z orbit places it in the

SurfaC@ of the nucleus. Conversely, it has been argued that, because
the zti+ AN
may

conversion Is dominated by the T=l/2, JS1 XN channel, it

depend

upon

spin-isospln factor’;.

interaction

conversion

has

been

The range of

offered

as

the EN+

another

AN

possible

explanation.
Let us examine the isospin suggestion in more detail

in tht?

light of data from the recent 6Li(K-,fi+)~Hexperiment~l) shown in Fig.
8.

The narrow structure near 20 MeV is identified with p(K-,W+)&-

production on the ~He cor~ of 6Li, a recoilless substitution.

(The

proton-separation energy fran ~He is 20 MeV, and the z binding energ,y
~hoult!he ng more than the 2 MeV A-Separation
is hound at all.)

x

spin-fl,the X-p
a

spin-b state.

charge

energy in ~He if the

Recause the two protons of ~He are coupled to

pair formed by the substitution reaction are left in
(t-n + AN conversion

conservation,)

is, of

course,

forbidden by

Experimentally, Z-p + An conversion

occurs

primarily through the spin-1 channel, because the tensor component of
the une=pion-exchang~ mechanism dominates.
conversion
of GLi is

that

can

suppressed,

structure seen.

Thus, the lSO Z-p+

follow the p(K-,W+)Z:-reaction
leading

to

the

narrowness

on

the ~~

of

the

20

An
core
MeV

Conversely, the interaction of a Z- outside the Qtie

core with the two protons in the ~He core would be d mixture of lSO
and

IS

:his
dnd the spin-1 transition would not be suppressed.
1’
argument leads one to the conclusion that the width of the lower

energy
Recause

structure
nuclear

In

the

figure

cores of most

quenching -f the IN + AN

should

not

be

strongly

hypernuclei are not spin

quenched.
saturated,

transition leading to narrow t-states would

be very A dependent.

This suppression would be most pronounced In the

s-shell and p-shell hypernuclel, where spin-lsospln saturated cores do
not

account

for

narrowest z width

such
would

a

large
OCCUr

fraction
In

the

of

the

nucleons.

The

lightest z-hypernuclei, In

particular for those with maxlmun spin.

.

.

o

.10

“20
Bz (MeV)

-.30

Fig. II The 6Li(K-,w+)~H spectrum at 713 MeV/c;

CurveS

(a)

and

(b)

represent dlff~rent possibllltles for quasi free formation.

The quark-gluon picture provides 8 different scenario.

The s

quark of the z must exchange with the appropriate u or d quark of the
nucleon In the rN + AN
a A configuration.
to such d

transition In order to couple properly into

Olrect interchange of a single quark cannot lead

conversion;

a quark rearrangement

short-ttinge~N + AN conversion
quenched.

du:

to

quark

is required.
exchange

Is

Thus,
stronqly

The ZN + AN conversion seen in the free interaction is

the

Ikcordlngly, &N+

result of a long-range pion exchange process.

AN

conversion Is suppressed in the confines of a nucleus, where longrange interactions are less effective (cf.,

the NN terisor force 1%

much less effective In blndlng the compact alpha particle than the
deuteron).

Th~s quenching of the x width would imply that a rich

t-hypernucleus spectroscopy awaits our search.

4.2

Spin-Orbit Interaction
An exciting feature of the (K-,w-) reaction studies leading tO
was the discovery that the mean-field spin-orbit

p-shell A-hypernucl

interaction of a A in the nucleus fs very smal1, betng iess than 2 MeV
compared to 6 MeV for a nucleon.23)
model (Fig. 9) in which the
predicts

A

Unfortunately,

it

is

also

and N can exchange only light quarks

force

the AN spin-orbit

A s~mple quark-gluon Interchange

the

to

case

be
that

identically
the

zero.24)

one-hoson-exchange

potential model (Fig. 10) and the meson mean-field ap~roach to baryonbaryon scattering yield a small (nonzero) value

for the AN spin-orbit

interaction in comparison with that of the NN system.1)
because

of

the

strong

spin-spin

nature

of

the

Nonetheless,

t)CD quark-quark

interaction and because the NN spin-orbit interaction Is of shorter
range than either the central or tensor components, the hypernuclear
spin-orbit force Is still viewed as a possible means of investigating
quark-gluon degrees of
modpl

calculat~ons

freedom in nuclei.
for

the

Of!telled quark cluster

spin-orbit

strengths

of

the

NN, AN, EN, and SN two-body systems yield ratios of25)
~ NN

: ~fN

:VZN:V;N

=1:0,2

:I.5

where VNN has baen normalized to a value of 1.

:...

Comparing with single

quark-gluon interchange model predictions of

1 :0:::

we

see

that

the (ietails of

-1/3 ,

t$e model

may

not

be

so

important.

However, both of these model predictions for the free-space spin-orbit

Fig. 9

Ouark-gluon exchange diagram in the quark interchange model of the A-p interaction.

interactions tre significantly different fr~ln the one-boson-exchange
model predictions ofl)

1 : f)..?: 0.4 : tl.15 .
The alternative mean-field approach (tihich In certain limits can be
made

to yield

results identical to the addltlve quark
model) p~edlcts a slmllar ratio of ~trengths;7;)

interchange

1 : 0.2 : 0.5 : 0.05 0
Thus,

the

quark

model

predictions

for

Interaction strengths differ qualitatively
traditional

approach

to nuclear physics

the ZN afid:N spin-orbit
from

In terms

those of
of

the more

baryon-baryon

interactions.
Ilecausewe can extract ~nformation from bound systems much more
easily

than

we

can

make

defintttve

h,yperon-nucleon scatt~ring

.

measurements,

systematic studies

of z-hypernuclei and a-hypernuclei

..)(

offer the best means of attempting to check these intriguing spinN

A

P

N

Z

---

w

N

A

).:..(’)..(
j,:.:{
NA

A

Meson exchange contributions to the i,N interactiotiIn the one-boson-exchange model of the AN
interaction.

Fig. 10

orbit

N

Nh

nteraction predictions.

It was just such a study which f rst

showed the A-nucleus spin-orbit interaction to be small.

However, th,!

hypernuclear spectra provide information about the mean-field strength
felt by the hyperon

in the nuclear medium, so that care must

be

As an example of the

excrclsed in the interpretation of such data.

difference between projectile-nucleus spin-orh!t size and the two-body
interaction spin-orbit strength, we note the baryon-nucleus spin-orbit
strength ratios for the quark cluster mode125)

UN :uhux~l:o.ho.

b

ZN
value
show that UX Is considerably reduced in comparison to the V
quoted above for the same quark cluster model.
hyperon-nucleus
systematic

spin-orbit

Investlgatlon

effects

ts

not

Interpretation of

trivial.

However,

a

of x-hypernuclel and ?-hypernuclef should

shed real light on the correct picture of hadron interactions.

.

5.

STRANGENESS -2
Hypernuclear physics utilizing the double strangeness exchange

reaction (K-,K+] lies

in

the

future.

Cross

sections for nuclear

targets will be quite small, a few nb/sr to aub/sr. 1,
study of S

❑

Thus, the

-2 hypernuclei needs a new intense kaon beam, one in the

1 GeV/c to 2 GeV/c momentum range.

The spectroscopy of a-hypernuclei

and AA-hypernuclei represents a logical progression in the evolution
of

hypernuclear phsyics, although only a restricted set of states

(high spin with no spin-flip transitions) are likely to be excited
with measurable
reaction.
through

cross section by the high momentun transfer (K-,K+)

Study

which

transition

of hA-hypernuclei will

we

can

should

explore

our

the AA interaction.

broaden

not

provide

the

levels

only

window

The s-p + AA

ot S-hypernuclei

significantly beyond what has been found in the S = -1 hypernuclei.
In AA-hypernuClei we will test whether AA pairing correlations enhance
states as NN correlations do in S=0 nuclei,
As

I

ranarked previously, the

search

for evidence of quark

degrees of freedom In nuclear matter is a quest of current interest to
many physicists.

In

the sense that

one believes

description of N’s and A’s, we have found them:
quark degree of freedom.

the

valence

quark

NN + MA excites a new

However, in addition to the investigation of

the hyperon-nucleon spin-orbit interaction, there is another area in
which h,ypernuclear physics offers some hope of yielding the type of
positive evidence that is sought that quark degrees of freedom must be
taken into account in the energy range corresponding to nonperturbative (j(X): the search for the doubly strange (S

■

-2) “H” dibaryon.

The H, as first proposed by Jaffe~7) in a simple Bag model calculation, is a spatially symmetric uuddss six-quark object which would
be Stdble against
of

strong decay into two A’s by sane 60 MeV.

theoretical paths

have

reached similar conclusions.2g)

other hancl, there also exists evidence for S
The existence of A~K

argues

A variety

■

On the
29)
-2 AA-hypernUClei.

against the stabillty of the H six-quark

dlbaryon, because the AA pair

should have decayed

(unless, perhaps, the H lies

very

close

to

rapidly to the Ii

the AA threshold),

search for the H dibaryon Is of paramount importance.

The reaction

The

3He(K-,K+n)”H” would

appear

to

offer

the

cleanest

existence of such a massive six-quark object.

K-

+

p+

=

+

d

+

test

for

the

A two-step reaction

K+

+

Z-

“H”

+

n

has been proposed for the Brookhaven AGS,30) but an enhanced kaon
intensity would certainly improve the feasibility of such a search.

6.

CLOSING REMARKS
Particle physics seeks at high energies the asymptotic, small

distance (r) limit of particle phencnnena. Nuclear physics must go to
very low energies, the large distance limit to find asynptopia.
nuclear physics moves to higher energies and mmentun

As

transfer to find

new degrees of freedom and as particle physics “looksdown In energy to
seek structure information beyond the r=o limit.,there is hopefully an
interface where these two once conwnonfields will again come together.
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